ABSTRACT To link conformational transitions noted for DNA polymerases with kinetic results describing catalytic efficiency and fidelity, we investigate the role of key DNA polymerase b residues on subdomain motion through simulations of five singleresidue mutants: Arg-283-Ala, Tyr-271-Ala, Asp-276-Val, Arg-258-Lys, and Arg-258-Ala. Since a movement toward a closed state was only observed for R258A, we suggest that Arg 258 is crucial in modulating motion preceding chemistry. Analyses of protein/DNA interactions in the mutant active site indicate distinctive hydrogen bonding and van der Waals patterns arising from compensatory structural adjustments. By comparing closed mutant complexes with the wild-type enzyme, we interpret experimentally derived nucleotide binding affinities in molecular terms: R283A (decreased), Y271A (increased), D276V (increased), and R258A (decreased). Thus, compensatory interactions (e.g., in Y271A with adjacent residues Phe 272 , Asn 279 , and Arg 283 ) increase the overall binding affinity for the incoming nucleotide although direct interactions may decrease. Together with energetic analyses, we predict that R258G might increase the rate of nucleotide insertion and maintain enzyme fidelity as R258A; D276L might increase the nucleotide binding affinity more than D276V; and R283A/K280A might decrease the nucleotide binding affinity and increase misinsertion more than R283A. The combined observations regarding key roles of specific residues (e.g., Arg 258 ) and compensatory interactions echo the dual nature of polymerase active site, namely versatility (to accommodate various basepairs) and specificity (for preserving fidelity) and underscore an organized but pliant active site essential to enzyme function.
INTRODUCTION
DNA repair and replication processes are fundamental in maintaining genome integrity. The fidelity mechanisms by which DNA polymerases select the correct, but not incorrect, nucleotide require further elucidation at the level of atomic resolution. On the basis of extensive kinetic measurements and a large body of crystallographic structures for several DNA polymerases (e.g., Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment (Kuchta et al., 1988; Dahlberg and Benkovic, 1991; Ollis et al., 1985; Beese et al., 1993) , phage T7 DNA polymerase (Patel et al., 1991; Doublié et al., , 1999 , HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (Kati et al., 1992; Huang et al., 1998; Ding et al., 1998) , phage T4 DNA polymerase (Frey et al., 1995) , and DNA polymerase b Beard and Wilson, 2003; Vande Berg et al., 2001; Zhong et al., 1997 Zhong et al., , 1998 Kraynov et al., 1997; Ahn et al., 1997 Ahn et al., , 1998 Werneburg et al., 1996; Sawaya et al., 1997 Sawaya et al., , 1994 Pelletier et al., 1994) ), the overall pathway of incorporation of a correct 2#-deoxyribonucleoside 5#-triphosphate (dNTP) by a DNA polymerase has been proposed, as sketched in Fig. 1 . The conformational closing (before chemistry, step 2 in Fig. 1 ) and opening (after chemistry, step 4 in Fig. 1 ) during each catalytic cycle (of increasing the primer strand by one nucleotide) have been suggested to be key players in the faithful incorporation of nucleotides via an ''induced-fit'' mechanism (Doublié et al., 1999; Sawaya et al., 1997; Li et al., 1998; Beard and Wilson, 1998) . Through encasing the incoming dNTP and the complementary template nucleotide, polymerases generate a geometrically selective binding pocket for the nascent basepair (Echols and Goodman, 1991) . The surface of the binding pocket for a correct incoming dNTP is comprised of polymerase residues making interactions with the DNA minor groove edge, van der Waals interactions with the sugar and base, and electrostatic interactions with the triphosphate moiety of the incoming nucleotide (Echols and Goodman, 1991; Kool et al., 2000; Goodman, 1997) . In addition, the Watson-Crick edge of the templating base and the 3#-terminal nucleotide of the primer strand contribute interactions with the incoming nucleotide. Since this binding pocket is optimally formed for Watson-Crick basepairs, but not mispairs, the characterization of the dynamics of the interacting surfaces in the binding pocket is essential for detailing enzyme specificity.
DNA polymerase b (pol b) is a structurally and functionally attractive model to study polymerase mechanisms for efficient and faithful DNA synthesis. Pol b is the smallest eukaryotic cellular DNA polymerase characterized FIGURE 1 General pathway for nucleotide incorporation by DNA polymerases and corresponding crystallographic closed (A) and open (B) conformations of pol b/DNA complex as well as key protein residues in the active site in both the closed (C) and open structures (D). In the general pathway, the DNA polymerase binds primer/template DNA to produce a binary DNA polymerase complex, which subsequently binds a complementary dNTP to form a ternary substrate complex (step 1); the enzyme undergoes a subdomain motion forming a closed, catalytically competent state (step 2); after the chemical reaction of dNTP incorporation onto the DNA primer strand (step 3), the polymerase/product complex undergoes a second subdomain motion to result in an open state (step 4). The release of pyrophosphate (PP i ) and DNA translocation (step 5) follow, after which the next reaction cycle can begin. Conformational comparisons for protein residues Asp ( Wilson, 1998) and lacks an accessory proofreading activity. It shares a common overall architecture for nucleotidyl transfer activity (Beard and Wilson, 2000) with other DNA polymerases: a hand-like shape consisting of thumb, palm, and fingers (Ollis et al., 1985) . The function of the thumb and fingers subdomains of left-handed pol b are opposite those of right-handed DNA polymerases (Beard and Wilson, 2000) . Three crystallographic complexes of human DNA pol b with substrates and products have been obtained, representing intermediates along pol b's DNA synthesis pathway in base excision repair (Sawaya et al., 1997) : pol b/gapped DNA, pol b/gapped DNA/ddCTP, and pol b/nicked DNA. The thumb subdomain of pol b is 'open' in pol b/gapped DNA and pol b/nicked DNA, while it is 'closed' in pol b/gapped DNA/ddCTP (see Fig. 1, A and B) . In the closed ternary complex, one Mg 21 (the nucleotide-binding ion) coordinates all three a, b, and g-phosphates of the incoming ddCTP, and the other Mg 21 ion (the catalytic ion) is positioned between the a-phosphate of the incoming ddCTP and the 3#-terminus of the primer strand (see Fig. 1 F) . Both magnesium ions are anchored to the active site by coordinating highly conserved acidic residues (i.e., Asp
190
, Asp
192
, and Asp 256 ). This ''twometal-ion'' mechanism operates in all DNA and RNA polymerases for nucleotide addition (Steitz, 1993) .
To interpret effects of protein residues Arg 283 , Tyr 271 , Asp 276 , and Arg 258 on the binding pocket (see Table 1 ), we examine conformational and energetic factors in dynamics simulations for five pol b mutants R283A, Y271A, D276V, R258A, and R258K. The residues selected for mutation are conserved in DNA pol b from Homo sapiens (human), Rattus norvegicus (rat), and Xenopus laevis (African clawed frog) (Reichenberger and Pfeiffer, 1998) and are known to affect polymerase fidelity, catalytic efficiency, and nucleotide binding efficiency in DNA synthesis (see Kunkel and Bebenek, 2000 , for a summary; and Table 2 , this article). For example, the alanine substitution for Arg 283 of pol b decreases dramatically catalytic efficiency for correct, but not incorrect, nucleotide insertion, and leads to commensurate loss of fidelity . The decreased efficiency in R283A is due to both a loss of nucleotide binding affinity and decrease in the rate of nucleotide insertion (Beard et al., , 1996 Ahn et al., 1997; Werneburg et al., 1996) . The nucleotide binding affinity is increased in Y271A (Kraynov et al., 1997) and D276V (Vande Berg et al., 2001 ) although decreased in R258A (Menge et al., 1995) relative to the wild-type pol b. In addition, R258A exhibits an increased rate of nucleotide insertion with a negligible effect on polymerase fidelity (Menge et al., 1995; W. A. Beard, D. D. Shock, and S. H. Wilson, unpublished) . Since primary effects of substituted residues cannot be intuited from crystal structures of wildtype enzymes, and only R283A has been crystallized (Beard et al., 1996) , our dynamics simulations aim to expose kinetically relevant structural and dynamic features of the active site that may contribute to DNA synthesis efficiency, fidelity, and/or nucleotide binding affinity. By probing the influence of these enzyme modifications on the dynamic details of thumb subdomain conformational changes compared to wild-type (Yang et al., 2002a) , we detail the roles of these key residues.
We find that R258A approaches a closed state whereas mutants R283A, Y271A, D276V, and R258K move toward an open state by the end of the 8.1-ns trajectories. Analyses of local interaction networks help explain the increased rate of nucleotide insertion in R258A and decreased rates in the other mutants (relative to wild-type enzyme). Specifically, we unravel compensatory local interactions due to singleresidue mutation in the active site both before and after chemistry and, together with energetic analyses, extrapolate effects of different mutants on enzyme fidelity, rate of nucleotide insertion, and/or nucleotide binding affinity relative to wild-type pol b: the rate of nucleotide insertion should be increased and fidelity maintained in R258G, as in R258A; nucleotide binding affinity should be increased in D276L more than D276V; and double mutant of R283A/ K280A should decrease nucleotide binding affinity and increase misinsertion more than R283A. Such compensatory interactions and sensitivity, especially in the case of the Arg 258 residue, underscore the highly organized but pliant active site essential to polymerase function.
METHODS

Systems setup
Intermediate models of mutants after chemistry for dynamics simulations
The wild-type pol b/DNA complex has been investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in our previous studies (Yang et al., 2002a (Berman et al., 2000) ; see details in Yang et al. (2002a) . On the basis of this intermediate model, we constructed five complexes of mutant pol b/DNA R283A, Y271A, D276V, R258K, and R258A by single residue replacement, leaving other protein residues and DNA base sequences unchanged. The generated steric clashes in all systems were removed by subsequent energy minimization and careful equilibration. The thumb subdomain in all initial mutant models is in a partially open state. The chemical product pyrophosphate (PP i ) and the two specific Mg 21 ions in the active site were not considered in this work since they are absent in the crystallographic open structures, and to permit exact comparison with the simulations of our earlier work (Yang et al., 2002a,b) ; parallel work in our lab on the pre-chemistry structures is exploring the enzyme's selection specificity (Radhakrishnan and Schlick, 2004; K. Arora and T. Schlick, unpublished) .
The five intermediate mutant models were similarly solvated in a periodic domain of face-centered cube and neutralized at a physiological ionic strength of 150 mM, as we did for the wild-type models in prior work (Yang et al., 2002a ). Each system contains 11,830 solvated water molecules. We term the five solvated mutant models R283A, Y271A, D276V, R258K, and R258A herein. These models were each subjected to MD simulations over 8.1 ns. A 6-ns trajectory for the intermediate wild-type pol b/DNA complex ) is also analyzed for comparison.
Closed models of mutants before chemistry for calculating active-site electrostatic potentials and static protein/DNA interactions On the basis of the crystallographic, closed ternary complex of pol b/DNA/ ddCTP (Sawaya et al., 1997) , the closed, ternary wild-type system is constructed by adding the missing protein residues 1-9 and an -OH group to the primer 3#-terminus and the C3# atom of ddCTP in InsightII package, version 2000. Based on this closed wild-type system, the corresponding closed, ternary mutant systems R283A, Y271A, D276V, R258K, and R258A are constructed by single residue replacement, and subsequent energy minimization relaxes the structures. These closed wild-type and mutant systems before chemistry are employed to calculate the active-site electrostatic potential using the program QNIFFT (Sharp et al., 1990; Chin et al., 1999) Ranges exist for some data because a subset or all of 16 basepairs were experimentally investigated; single values refer to specific basepair for both mutant and wild-type (indicated in parentheses). *Rate constant k pol (step 2): rate of nucleotide incorporation for first-enzyme turnover. y Fidelity is error frequency
effect of key protein residues on polymerase active-site electrostatic environment and thus interpret the experimental data of nucleotide binding affinity observed for the mutants. 
Minimization, equilibration, and dynamics protocol
Energy minimizations, equilibrations, and dynamics simulations for all five intermediate mutant systems (after chemistry) were performed using the program CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983; MacKerell and Banavali, 2000) and the all-atom version 26a2 force field (Chemistry Department, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA). Each system was minimized using the steepest-descent method for 10,000 steps followed by adapted-basis Newton-Raphson (Brooks et al., 1983; Schlick, 1992) for 20,000 steps. Each system was then equilibrated for 30 ps at room temperature by the stochastic LN integrator (Schlick et al., 1997; Barth and Schlick, 1998a,b; Schlick, 2001 ) before dynamics production runs. (See Yang et al., 2002a , for a thorough examination of the stability and reliability of LN integrator for large macromolecular systems in terms of thermodynamic, structural, and dynamic properties compared to single-timestep Langevin as well as Newtonian, i.e., Velocity Verlet, propagators.) The LN triple-timestep protocol of Dt/Dt m /Dt ¼ 1/2/150 fs and all other parameters for dynamics simulations here are the same as those used in our initial work (Yang et al., 2002a) .
RESULTS
Thumb moves to a closed state in the R258A simulation whereas it moves slightly toward an open state in other mutant simulations
The a-helix N (thumb subdomain) defines the closed and open states for pol b. Using averaged dynamic structures over the last 1.5 ns of each mutant simulation compared to the crystallographic closed and open complexes (Fig. 2) , we rank the degrees of opening for pol b mutants as Y271A R258K R283A . D276V, whereas a-helix N in R258A moves toward a closed state similar to the crystallographic closed structure.
As shown by the time evolution of the root mean-square deviations (RMSD) of a-helix N C a atoms relative to those of both closed and open crystallographic structures (Fig. 3) , the minimum RMSD of R258A relative to the closed crystallographic structure (1.13 Å ) indicates that R258A has approached a closed state that is not superimposable with the closed crystallographic structure. The average RMSDs for the five pol b mutants over the last 1.5 ns of the simulations with respect to the crystallographic open structure are 2.79 Å for Y271A, 2.86 Å for R258K, 2.89 Å for R283A, 3.33 Å for D276V, and 6.62 Å for R258A, all much larger than the minimum RMSD observed in the wild-type simulation (0.8 Å ) (Yang et al., 2002a (Yang et al., 2002a) . More recent simulations of pol b complexed to mismatched basepairs at the primer terminus and ongoing novel simulation applications (Radhakrishnan and Schlick, 2004 ) support this scenario of events. 
, measuring rotation of the entire phenyl ring, and
, showing inclination of the ring plane) in both wild-type and mutant simulations. We observe that Phe 272 flips in R283A (at 2.3 ns), D276V (at 4.9 ns), and R258A (at 0.2 ns) trajectories, but not in Y271A and R258K trajectories. The side chain of residue 258 does not rotate toward Asp 192 in any mutant simulation. The rapid Phe 272 flip in R258A likely reflects the additional space introduced by exchange of the large arginine with alanine. Lysine, however, at the same position (258), decreases flexibility and delays the side-chain flipping (see Figs. 4 and 5) . The flip repression in Y271A may be explained by the disruption of interactions between Tyr 271 and the newly incorporated primer nucleotide via several hydrogen bonds, as we observed previously (Yang et al., 2002a) . Still, we suggest that Y271A compensates this interaction loss by employing the main-chain carboxyl of the adjacent residue, Phe 272 , to intermittently hydrogen-bond with the 3#-OH of the newly incorporated nucleotide (see Discussion).
Tyr 296 is also very flexible in R258A (Figs. 4 and 6): dihedral angle C-C a -C b -C g of Tyr 296 , which measures the ring's flexibility, jumps from ;170°to 75°at ;6.3 ns; this angle remains at ;170°during other mutant and wild-type simulations Berg et al., 2001; Kraynov et al., 1997; Ahn et al., 1997 Ahn et al., , 1998 Werneburg et al., 1996; Sawaya et al., 1994; Pelletier et al., 1994; Beard et al., 1996) .
Negative electrostatic environment in the active site traps a counterion Na 1 , a possible surrogate for missing Mg 21 We find in all mutant simulations that one sodium counterion is trapped in the active site by coordinating conserved aspartate(s) and several dynamic water molecules (Fig. 8) in the crystallographic closed structure (Sawaya et al., 1997) . This suggests a role for the catalytic Mg 21 in maintaining the enzyme in a closed state, in which key functional groups are assembled for nucleotide incorporation before chemistry. In addition, our observed Na 1 coordination pattern further supports a closed state reached by R258A after simulation.
Interactions between mutated residues and the incoming dCTP reflect the effect of single-residue mutation on nucleotide binding affinity
We further investigate the effect of single-residue mutation on active-site electrostatic environment by comparing electrostatic potentials and interactions between the incoming nucleotide and mutated residue in closed ternary wild-type and mutants. This analysis may help interpret the FIGURE 4 Conformational comparison for key protein residues in the active site in the crystallographic closed structure (red), crystallographic open nick structure (green), and in the simulated mutants R283A (orange), Y271A (cyan), D276V (pink), R258K (gray), and R258A (blue).
varying nucleotide binding affinities among these mutants in Table 2 (Vande Berg et al., 2001; Kraynov et al., 1997; Beard et al., 1996; Menge et al., 1995) . We present in Fig. 9 the active-site electrostatic potentials and in Fig. 10 the total, electrostatic, and van der Waals interaction energies between dCTP and protein residue (at positions 283, 271, 276, or 258) in the closed ternary complex of wild-type pol b/DNA/dCTP and corresponding mutants.
Observed local variations in Fig. 9 include negative electrostatic potential at positions 258 for R258A and 283 for R283A instead of positive in wild-type. In addition, the alanine substitution for arginine increases the negative electrostatic potential at positions 271, 276, 279, and 280 in both R283A and R258A, and decreases the positive potential at position 258 in R283A and position 283 in R258A. A positive potential is observed at position 276 in FIGURE 5 Time evolution of the two dihedral angles associated with the Phe 272 ring flip motion in all mutant simulations over 8.1 ns and a wild-type simulation over 6 ns. The two dihedral angles are defined by the following atom quadruplets:
. Average values for the two dihedral angles during the characteristic ranges are also presented for all trajectories.
D276V instead of negative in wild-type. We also note more negative potential at positions 279 and 283 in D276V relative to the wild-type. The alanine substitution for Tyr 271 in Y271A increases positive potential at position 271, and somewhat increases negative potential at positions 279 and 283. The lysine replacement of Arg 258 decreases positive potential at position 258, and enhances negative electrostatic potential at positions 271, 276, and 283. Thus, as expected, single-residue mutation for key protein residue alters electrostatic potentials of the mutated and neighboring residues, and thus the active-site electrostatic environment.
Since the incoming nucleotide (dCTP here) contains a planar base and a high, negatively-charged triphosphate group (charge of ÿ4), a large, positive protein side chain makes strong van der Waals and electrostatic interactions with nucleotide, whereas a small, negative side chain has weaker interactions. Indeed, when the large, positively-charged arginine is substituted by small, nonpolar alanine in R283A and R258A, both van der Waals and electrostatic interactions between dCTP and residue 283 or 258 decrease, especially the electrostatic interactions. This decrease is consistent with, and may help explain, the decreased nucleotide binding affinity in R283A (;30-fold diminished; Beard et al., 1996) .94, and 1.27 kcal/mol, respectively, relative to those in the wildtype, which also agrees with the increased negative potential at residues 279 and 283 (Fig. 9) .
When the negatively-charged aspartate is replaced by nonpolar valine in D276V, the interaction between Val 276 and dCTP greatly increases, mostly from the attractive electrostatic interaction between hydrogen atoms of residue 276 and triphosphate group of dCTP (ÿ17.59 kcal/mol for wild-type and ÿ37.98 kcal/mol for D276V). This increase is consistent with D276V's increased nucleotide binding affinity (approximately ninefold; Vande Berg et al., 2001) . We also observe that interactions between dCTP and residues Asn 279 , Arg 283 increase in D276V relative to those in wild-type (3.90, 1.14 kcal/mol for Asn 279 and Arg 283 increased, respectively).
DISCUSSION
A kinetic and structural survey of DNA polymerases from various families displaying divergent fidelities indicates that polymerase specificity is primarily determined by the efficiency by which the polymerase inserts the correct nucleotide (this is inferred from the fact that DNA polymerases insert incorrect nucleotides with similar efficiencies; Beard et al., 2002a) . Furthermore, the efficiency of correct insertion appears to be primarily governed by electrostatic environment of the incoming nucleotide and . Average values for x 1 in two characteristic ranges are also given. its effects on the binding pocket geometry (Beard and Wilson, 2003) . Accordingly, a better understanding of the contribution of protein side chains (especially their charge effects) on dynamics of the nascent basepair binding pocket is a prerequisite to an atomic-level dynamics description of DNA polymerase fidelity. In our study, we have selectively replaced charged side chains situated at or near the binding pocket and compared dynamics simulations of mutant systems to the wild-type dynamics (Yang et al., 2002a) . The effect of these single-residue mutations on electrostatic environment of the incoming nucleotide was also investigated. These dynamic and energetic details are used to generate atomic-level insights into enzyme fidelity, rate of nucleotide insertion, and/or nucleotide binding affinity in mutants, and offer testable predictions for different mutants.
Altered conformational motions in mutants help explain observed changes in the rate of nucleotide insertion, k pol Structural (Arndt et al., 2001) , kinetic (Vande Berg et al., 2001) , and computational (Yang et al., 2002a,b) data have suggested that the large subdomain movement per se in the polymerase cycle (Fig. 1) is relatively rapid. Although our natural dynamics simulations occur over short time frames relative to events that limit catalytic cycling, previous accelerated sampling (high-temperature simulations and targeted molecular dynamics simulations; Yang et al., 2002a,b) and current novel pathway methodology applications (Radhakrishnan and Schlick, 2004; Arora and Schlick, 2003) suggest that Arg 258 side-chain rotation could be slow enough to be kinetically significant. Such slow rearrangements involving the Arg 258 rotation might similarly limit pol b's closing before chemistry. When an incorrect nucleotide binds to pol b, these slow, local rearrangements would discourage incorrect nucleotide insertion and thereby play a role in polymerase selectivity.
Our dynamics simulations for the mutant pol b/DNA complexes offer additional details of the molecular changes that may occur during thumb subdomain motions. The thumb moves toward an 'open' state in R258K, Y271A, D276V, and R283A simulations, but still remains more 'closed' than the crystallographic open conformation (Sawaya et al., 1997) . In contrast, the thumb moves toward a 'closed' state in R258A simulation, similar to the crystallographic closed structure (Sawaya et al., 1997) . Thus, the subtle residue changes in the vicinity of the polymerase active site affect the subdomain motion and may indicate that the equilibrium constant for this structural transition is near unity. for catalysis. Indeed, we note a favored closed conformation for the simulated R258A. When the positive charge at this position is maintained in the enzyme (i.e., wild-type, R258K, Y271A, D276V, and R283A), our simulations indicate accordingly that the thumb subdomain opens somewhat. Since kinetic data have indicated that polymerase closing before chemistry and opening after chemistry have similar half-lives (Dahlberg and Benkovic, 1991; Patel et al., 1991; Zhong et al., 1997) , our simulations after chemistry might suggest that the alanine substitution for Arg 258 (R258A) facilitates the enzyme closing whereas the other singleresidue mutations somewhat delay the enzyme closing before chemistry. A facilitated closing in R258A agrees with its increased rate of nucleotide insertion (W. A. Beard et al., unpublished) whereas inhibited closing in the other mutants is consistent with their decreased rates (Vande Berg et al., 2001; Kraynov et al., 1997; Ahn et al., 1997; Beard et al., 1996) relative to the wild-type enzyme ( Table 2 ). The single-residue mutation in the active site may alter the enzyme's conformational closing and/or affect the chemistry step (if ratelimiting), and thus change the rate of nucleotide insertion, k pol .
In addition, our suggested important role of Arg 258 rotation in polymerase closing (Yang et al., 2002a) gains support from parallel studies on generating pol b's closing reaction kinetics profile before chemistry using transition path sampling (Radhakrishnan and Schlick, 2004) . Since these results indicate that the Arg 258 rotation has a relatively high free energy barrier of ;19 6 3 k B T in the closing pathway, this closing motion may be facilitated by replacement of arginine with alanine, since the latter may reduce this energy barrier.
Because it was also found that R258A does not have significantly altered fidelity with respect to the wild-type enzyme (W. A. Beard et al., unpublished) , both correct and incorrect insertions are likely influenced similarly by the alanine substitution. (Recall that fidelity is defined as the reciprocal of the misinsertion frequency, namely,
; where c and i refer to correct and incorrect nucleotide incorporation, respectively; see footnote in Table 2 .) This leads us to suggest that a replacement of Arg 258 by the small, nonpolar glycine (R258G) will similarly increase the rate of nucleotide insertion and affect enzyme fidelity negligibly.
Interactions of mutated residue with incoming nucleotide and resulting induced compensatory interactions help explain altered nucleotide binding affinity in mutants Below, we discuss compensatory protein/DNA interactions in the active site observed in mutants both before and after chemistry. Furthermore, in each closed, ternary mutant system before chemistry, we relate the nucleotide binding affinity to the interaction between incoming nucleotide and mutated residue as well as induced compensatory interactions. We then offer some testable hypotheses regarding effects of different mutants on the nucleotide binding affinity.
In the Y271A simulation, the alanine substitution disrupts the hydrogen bond of Tyr 271 with the base of the newly incorporated nucleotide (P11) in the active site. However, the hydrogen bonds between P11:O3#H and main-chain oxygens of Phe 272 and Thr 273 , adjacent to residue 271, are maintained during most of the Y271A trajectory (see Fig. 7 ). In contrast, these hydrogen bonds are seldom observed in the other mutant simulations. These compensatory interactions might help stabilize the newly incorporated primer nucleotide. Similarly, in the closed ternary Y271A complex before chemistry, interactions between certain active-site residues (i.e., Phe 272 , Asn 279 , and Arg 283 ) and dCTP may compensate for the loss of interaction between residue 271 and dCTP (Fig. 10) due to the alanine substitution, and thereby help account for the mutant's moderate increase in nucleotide binding affinity (Kraynov et al., 1997) .
In the closed, ternary D276V mutant, the increased interaction between Val 276 and dCTP agrees well with the increased nucleotide binding affinity relative to wild-type (Vande Berg et al., 2001) . We find that the increased Val 276 / dCTP interaction mostly stems from the increased electrostatic interaction (;20 kcal/mol) between the partially positively-charged hydrogen atoms of Val 276 and the negatively-charged triphosphate group of dCTP, rather than the slightly increased van der Waals interaction (;0.25 kcal/ mol) between Val 276 and the base of dCTP, as proposed previously (Vande Berg et al., 2001 ). These results lead us to hypothesize that a leucine substitution for Asp 276 (D276L) will increase the nucleotide binding affinity more than D276V since leucine has a larger size and more hydrogen atoms than valine. Furthermore, the enhanced interactions between dCTP and residues 279, 283 in the closed, ternary D276V complex may also contribute to the nucleotide binding affinity. In addition, we note that the hydrogen bond between Asn 279 :H d and P11:O3# is maintained mostly throughout the D276V simulation (after chemistry), and this may help stabilize the newly incorporated DNA primer terminus. This is consistent with the experimental observation that the D276V mutant exhibits a nonproductive DNA binding mode where the primer terminus is stabilized in the polymerase active site (Vande Berg et al., 2001) . Arg 283 does not directly interact with the incoming nucleotide in either the crystallographic open or closed forms of pol b. However, in the closed conformation, Arg 283 makes van der Waals contacts with the minor groove edge of the templating base and is hydrogen-bonded to the sugar of the preceding template nucleotide (Table 1) . Substituting the large arginine side chain with the small alanine alleviates steric clashes with specific non-Watson-Crick basepairs in the binding pocket and therefore alters specificity (Osheroff et al., 1999) . Indeed, our calculated interaction between residue 283 and the templating base decreases ;14 kcal/mol in the closed, ternary R283A before chemistry relative to that in the wild-type. The decreased interaction between residue 283 and dCTP in our calculation may help explain the decreased nucleotide binding affinity in R283A (;30-fold) relative to the wild-type (Beard et al., 1996) . We observe that the Lys 280 :H d /T6:O2P hydrogen bond is maintained throughout the R283A simulation after chemistry; and the interaction between Lys 280 and dCTP increases 0.3 kcal/mol in the closed, ternary R283A before chemistry relative to that in the wild-type. These results suggest that Lys 280 can help stabilize the newly incorporated primer base (after chemistry) or the incoming nucleotide (before chemistry) in the R283A mutant. Therefore, we hypothesize that the double mutant of R283A/K280A could further decrease the nucleotide binding affinity with a corresponding loss of fidelity.
Recall that we observe several protein/DNA hydrogen bonds in the R258A and R258K trajectories, such as :O e /P11:N2H in R258K. These interactions help stabilize the newly incorporated primer base in the simulated mutants. In the closed, ternary complexes of R258A and R258K, the alanine and lysine substitutions for Arg 258 both increase negative electrostatic potential at position 283, and this leads to increased interaction between Arg 283 and the incoming dCTP. Such compensatory interactions indicate the high sensitivity of the enzyme system to the active-site electrostatic environment. The modified polymerases exhibit different and multifaceted conformational pathways in terms of their nature, sequence, and rate of local structural changes.
CONCLUSION
Taken together, our findings provide structural and dynamics insights arising from each mutant system regarding the enzyme's rate of nucleotide insertion, fidelity, and/or nucleotide binding affinity. The preference for a closed form of the simulated R258A suggests a facilitated enzyme closing before chemistry in this mutant, whereas the tendency for an open form of the simulated R283A, Y271A, D276V, and R258K mutants suggests a somewhat delayed enzyme closing before chemistry. These observations tie well with kinetic measurements regarding the increased rate of nucleotide insertion in R258A and decreased rates in the other mutants relative to the wildtype enzyme. We thus hypothesize that R258G should similarly facilitate the enzyme closing before chemistry, increase the nucleotide insertion rate, and maintain fidelity relative to wild-type pol b.
Analyses of active-site protein/DNA interactions in dynamics mutant simulations (after chemistry) indicate distinctive hydrogen-bonding and van der Waals patterns arising from compensatory interactions. The increased or decreased interactions between the incoming nucleotide and mutated residues as well as the induced compensatory interactions in closed, ternary mutant systems (before chemistry) could help explain their altered nucleotide binding affinity with respect to the wild-type enzyme. These results lead us to suggest effects of other mutants on the nucleotide binding affinity. For example, leucine substitution for Asp 276 (D276L) may increase the nucleotide binding affinity more than D276V, and the double mutant of R283A/ K280A may decrease the nucleotide binding affinity and also increase misinsertion more than R283A.
Such sensitivity to very localized changes in key residues and specific compensatory interactions underscore the precise, highly organized active site that has evolved in DNA polymerases to preserve their vital function and also their pliant, flexible nature in compensating for local changes. This highly cooperative environment may be essential to direct the system to the chemical reaction of nucleotide incorporation. Further studies are underway to delineate this delicate orchestration of events in the enzyme reaction profile. Experiments to test our hypotheses regarding different mutants will also be of great interest.
APPENDIX A Sequence homology studies
It is instructive to review the literature regarding homology studies outside of the pol b group. This Appendix shows two or three conserved active-site residues in several DNA polymerases belonging to different families, and certain conserved protein residues among some DNA polymerases in the X family. Kohlstaedt et al. (1992) ; Larder et al. (1987 Larder et al. ( , 1989 *The underlined residues are not absolutely conserved and are variable in the polymerase.
On the basis of sequence homologies (Delarue et al., 1990; Ito and Braithwaite, 1991; Braithwaite and Ito, 1993) and crystallographic structure analyses (Joyce and Steitz, 1994) , DNA polymerases have been grouped into five families, e.g., A, B, C, D, and X. Prototypes for each family are E. coli DNA polymerase I (family A), DNA polymerase II (family B), DNA polymerase III a-subunit (family C), archeal polymerases (family D) (Cann and Ishino, 1999) , and pol b and terminal transferase (family X). Several newly discovered DNA polymerases known for low fidelity synthesis on undamaged DNA and ability to bypass DNA lesions in vitro are associated with the Y family of DNA polymerases (Ohmori et al., 2001) . Overall, there is very little similarity between the amino acid sequences of DNA polymerases in the different families, except for a few acidic residues coordinated with two functional metal ions located in the palm subdomain (Delarue et al., 1990) .
Amino acid sequence comparisons have suggested three conserved carboxylate-containing residues in the active sites of all classes of polymerases (Singh and Modak, 1998) . However, only two aspartate residues are thought to be structurally conserved among Klenow fragment, HIV-1 RT, RB69 pol a polymerase (Wang et al., 1997) , and the third ones are variable. In Table A1 , the three active-site residues coordinated with the metal ions are listed for some representative DNA polymerases: pol b (Sawaya et al., 1997 Pelletier et al., 1994) , Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I (Polesky et al., 1990) , Taq DNA polymerase (Klentaq1; Li et al., 1998) , T7 DNA polymerase , Bacteriophage RB69 (Wang et al., 1997) , Sulfolobus solfataricus P2 DNA polymerase IV (Dpo4; family Y; Ling et al., 2001) , and HIV-1 RT (Huang et al., 1998; Kohlstaedt et al., 1992; Larder et al., 1987 Larder et al., , 1989 ; the third residues that are not absolutely conserved are underlined. The conservation of the metal-binding site in these highly divergent DNA polymerases underscores the importance of the metal ions in assisting nucleotide polymerization.
Despite the nonhomology among different families of DNA polymerases, members of family X, which pol b belongs to, share some invariant residues including the strictly conserved aspartates in the active site. On the basis of sequence alignments (Oliveros et al., 1997; García-Diaz et al., 2000; Maciejewski et al., 2001; Showalter et al., 2001) , the conserved residues are classified as metal ligands, DNA primer/template ligands, dNTP ligands, and others. In Table A2 , we list these for some representative DNA polymerases in family X (pol b, ASFV polymerase X, human TdT, Yeast polymerase IV, mouse polymerase l, and human polymerase m). The pol b residues mutated in this article and their corresponding residues in other family X members are also indicated. Among family X members, each includes a catalytic triad of aspartates involved in metal binding. (Date et al., 1991; Menge et al., 1995 , which locates in the a-helix N of the thumb subdomain and hydrogen-bonds to the templating base, is invariant in all family X members. Tyr 296 , located on a loop in the thumb subdomain and interacting with the backbone phosphates of the template strand, aligns with Tyr 140 of ASFV polymerase X and is always substituted for a histidine residue in other members. The generally conserved residues Lys 234 and Arg 283 of pol b are proposed to break up the water structures in the minor groove of the template-primer upon complex formation, as the first step in the B-DNA to A-DNA transition at the pol b active site (Pelletier et al., 1996) .
Residues Phe 272 and Gly 274 are located at the end of a-helix M interact by van der Waals contacts with the sugar moiety (C2# and C3# carbons) of the nucleotide, which is suggested to participate in nucleotide selectivity of DNA over RNA . The Gly 274 residue is invariant in all sequences aligned here. Arg
183
, located in the a-helix K of the palm subdomain and hydrogen-bonded to the negatively-charged phosphate moiety of the nucleotide, is invariant in all family X members here. The cispeptide bond found between Gly 274 and Ser 275 generates a dramatic bend between a-helices M and N of the thumb subdomain and is critical during catalytic cycling . These four residues are invariant or highly conserved in all members of the pol X family. Pol b residues Tyr 327 , Pro 330 , and Arg 333 located at the C-terminus of the thumb are invariant in all the family X DNA polymerases here. These C-terminal residues could contribute to the dynamics of the thumb movement.
There is only one reported natural variant of human DNA pol b, in which residue 295 has Glu instead of Lys, and this variant exhibits an inhibitory effect in an in vitro base excision repair assay and might play some role in carcinogenesis of the gastric mucosa (Iwanaga et al., 1999 
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